Reflections on the conference

Theme of the program: Without Borders – the Integrated Library

- Keynote Speech – Frank Huysmans “Open, involving, contextualizing”
- Library.nl – Diederik van Leeuwen – “The Dutch Model”
- AdamNet – Network of Amsterdam Libraries – Hans van Velzen / Peter Hessels
- Visit to Almere – the Retail Library

Presentations of Colleagues

- Judith Hare – Halifax Library
- Suzanne Payette / Hélène Roussel – Ebook platform in Quebec
- Claudia Lux – Qatar Library
- Davorka Bastic and Ismena Meic – SF Library / Zagreb
- Ton van Vlimmeren – Utrecht / Geek the Library

Excursions

- Rijksmuseum
- Mayor’s Mansion
- Keukenhof

Various

- Digital Library Tour
- Hotel
- Dinners

Suggestions